ASU GK12 program continues at Wilson campus - Patti Misner, sixth grade teacher, and Amanda Suter, fourth grade teacher at South Mississippi County Elementary at Wilson, will continue the GK12 program this school year. Anastasia Woodard, an Arkansas State University student working on her PhD in molecular biosciences, will be the Fellows participating. The program goals are to improve Fellows' communication to a broad audience, enhance teachers' science experience, improve students' interest in STEM (Science, Technology, Engineering and Mathematics) and strengthen ASU and school districts' partnerships. This is Misner's fourth year to participate in the program. "My students are always excited about the program. They receive unique experiences and are provided a 'contemporary face to science'. Woodard will offer fresh perspective to lessons and be a valuable part of the science curriculum. I strongly believe Fellows have a positive impact on students," Misner said. The students said having the Fellow in class makes science more fun and increases their confidence in science. Suter is excited about participating in the program for the second year. Both teachers and Fellows attended a week-long training session at ASU to prepare for this year. This grant is funded by the National Science Foundation.
Students study tissues - Patti Misner’s sixth grade science class at South Mississippi County Schools at Wilson recently studied tissues under the microscope. The students examined skin cells, blood cells and muscle cells with the use of a microscope. Prior to the study, each student was asked to draw a picture of what he/she predicted each kind of tissue would like under the microscope. Anastasia Woodard, GK12 Fellow, led the instruction.
als or software for youth literary programs.

In August, the Dollar General Literacy Foundation awarded grants totaling more than $2 million to 564 non-profit organizations, community groups, schools and libraries throughout the United States. It is estimated approximately 315,000 youth will be served as a result of these grants.

Since its founding, Dollar General has been committed to supporting literacy and education. To further this support, the Dollar General Literacy Foundation was established in 1993 to improve the functional literacy of adults and families by providing grants to nonprofit organizations dedicated to the advancement of literacy.